
Year Term Learning Objective Lesson details

FS Autumn 2
Stranger Danger on 

the Internet

Children watch a BBC clip that shows a child playing on a 

computer and a message pops up with a pcture of someone the 

child does not know. Lots of discusion of what has happened 

and what the child should do next. Then they learn a song they 

can sing which helps them to remember what to do if they get 

an 'uh-oh' feeling in their tummy when using the computer.

Year 1 Autumn 2
Keeping safe online - 

what details to give

Discuss keeping safe online with the class. Explain that personal 

information such as names must not be shared on line before 

asking an adult. Show the cartoon Episode 1 Hector's World. 

Children to discuss film and write down 3 important facts they 

will remember. Collate a list of important rules for using the 

Internet. Children to find and select an image that represents e-

Safety and copy it into a document (2 publish). Then type the 

rule that goes with the picture.

Year 1 Summer 1
Keeping safe online - 

it's a serious game

Remind the children about keeping safe online. Discuss with 

them what they can remember from Autumn 2. Show Episode 3 

of the cartoon. Discuss safety points rom this clip. Children to 

make a poster for home to remind them about keeping safe. 

They should draw a picture of one of the characters and add a 

caption to support it.

Year 2 Autumn 1
Keeping safe online - 

private information

Discuss keeping safe on-line with the class. Map what the 

children already know about this subject and explain that 

personal information such as names, addresses & age must not 

be shared online before asking an adult. Show Hector's World 

episode 4. Children to role play being asked for information 

online and different ways to refuse.

Year 2 Autumn 2
Keeping safe online - 

being a hero

Recap on previous knowledge. Watch Hector's World episode 5. 

Children to use all their previous knowledge and today's cartoon 

to write a storyboard about keeping safe on the internet where 

a hero saves someone from making a mistake and giving away 

too many details.

Year 2 Summer 2
Keeping safe online - 

You're not alone

Recap everything learnt so far about eSafety. What messages 

have children remembered? Watch episode 6 of Hector's World. 

What is this clip telling us? Create a poster to remind yourself of 

the inforation you need to keep private and also who is there to 

help you if you need it.

Year 3 Autumn 1

Keeping safe online 

when using email and 

chat rooms. 

Understanding what 

personal information 

is.

Discuss keeping safe online and the different places/ways you 

may communicate with others. Do the same rules apply to each 

different method of communication? Use the Chatting and 

Staying in Control sections of the Think u Know site to find 

details of how to be polite and kind but still stay safe. Children 

to create a Factsheet to be used by other children around the 

school.
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Year 3 Spring 1
Keeping safe online - 

Cyberbullying

Discuss with the children the safety issues we have discussed 

already about using the internet for communication. Now tie 

this to bullying. What is the name for bullying if it is done using 

the computer? Does the title cyberbullying include any other 

ways of bullying? (Anything with tehnology). Discuss and map 

their ideas f cyberbullying. Then look at Cyberbullying section of 

Think u Know website. Children to take notes and then prepare 

a script for a podcast on cyberbullying. Use Audacity to produce 

the podcast.

Year 3 Summer 1

Keeping safe online - 

How to report 

something that makes 

you upset.

Recap using the posters and podcasts the children have made 

what they can remember about keeping safe online. Discuss 

what they would do if they found something that made them 

unhappy. Do they know what to do about a nasty message or 

email? Use the How to Report section of Think u Know to 

discuss the points. Children to choose a document type to 

create a poster for other children wo need advice.

Year 4 Autumn 1

Keeping safe when 

using Instant 

Messenger.

Ask the children for the different ways that you can 

communicate electronically (email, IM, chatrooms, mobiles, 

texting). Map what they know about being polite, staying safe 

and the dangers they have to be aware of. Discuss Instant 

Messaging. Look together at the IM information on Think u 

Know. Children to create an Information Sheet for them to use 

at home when on the computer to remind them of how to 

behave when IM.

Year 4 Autumn 2

To keep safe when 

using Social 

Networking.

Discuss what Social networking means to the children - can they 

name any sites? Do they have any accounts? Do they know they 

should be 13 to be on Facebook? Look at Social Networking 

section of Think u Know and discuss the points. Children to take 

notes and post-it note their key piece of information. Now visit 

the Cyber cafe and follow your own advice when in the social 

networking section.

Year 4 Spring 2
To keep safe when 

using mobile phones.

Discuss with the children what they know about mobile phones 

and staying safe. Look at the Mobile Phone section on Think u 

Know and discuss the issues. Children to consider which of these 

points they currently follow and what is new advice. Children to 

design an information leaflet about how to behave on a mobile 

phone and what to do if they recieve offensive or nasty 

messages.

Year 4 Summer 1

How to keep safe 

when using chat 

rooms.

Remind the children about the work they did in Year 3 on 

chatting online. What advice did we have about using a 

chatroom? What is a chatroom? Who uses chatrooms? Children 

to create a storyboard of a chatroom conversation that is nasty 

and hw they could sort it out.



Year 4 Summer 2
Collating all eSafety 

information.

Recap with the children the various activities they have done 

this year and the different aspects of eSafety covered. Children 

to visit the Cybercafe on Think u Know and use the information 

to create a Powerpoint document to cover all aspects and give 

advice to anyone who needs it. They need to ensure they cover 

being SMART and safe online.

Year 5 Autumn 1
How to do safe 

searching online.

Look at the Safe Searching section of the site kidsmart website. 

This looks at steps to take for filtering information on the 

internet. This is particularly good for images and downloads the 

children don't want to see. Discuss why they would use this. 

Show children how to use the filter button when using google. 

Children to create an poster/leaflet about safe searching on the 

internet.

Year 5 Spring 1

Understand the 

importance of being 

safe and how to stay 

safe when chatting 

online.

Discuss with the children the different ways that they can chat 

to their friends. On kidsmart find the chatting section and 

discuss each of the methods of chatting. Discuss with the 

children the information and the top tips that are there. Can 

they see any problems with it? What do they think could cause 

problems? In pairs, children to discuss the issues and produce a 

problem page in response to scenarios given what would the 

children respond?

Year 5 Summer 1

To understand the 

SMART rules to using 

the internet or 

mobiles.

Discuss what being safe on the internet means - what do they 

know about this? Where and how do they need to be safe? Look 

at the SMART rues and the schools acceptable use policy with 

them. Children to use Comic Life to create a comic strip about 

Being Safe online using the SMART rules.

Year 6 Autumn 1
To understand what a 

digital footprint is.

Discuss the information and issues surrounding Digital 

Footprints. What do the children understand of this term? Go to 

the Digital Footprint page on Kidsmart. Give children time to 

explore the website - watching films and reading information on 

a Digital Footprint. Come together again and discuss the full 

meaning. Children to create their own digital footprint on the 

footprint template so they understand that anything uploaded is 

permanent.

Year 6 Spring 1

To understand the 

dangers of using a 

mobile phone.

Discuss the issues surrounding mobile phones including 

premium rate calls and being safe using kidsmart mobiles page. 

Children t sit in groups and discuss the use of mobile phones - 

what was life like before mobiles? Would life be better with or 

without mobile phones? Children to create a poster displaying 

the advantages and disadvantages of mobile phones highlighting 

the dangers as well as the positives.



Year 6 Summer 1

To understand about 

safety when using 

social networking. 

Using the social networking page on kidsmart discuss the many 

issues on the page about social networking. Has anyone ever 

heard of a nasty incident on a site? Does anyone know what 

things could upset other people? Do you think about who is 

seeing it before you do it? Children to go to the site and look 

again at the social networking section. In pairs children to 

research different aspects of social networking to find out more 

and create a document to give advice about their topic. Share all 

the topics with the rest of the class.


